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Time to value cannot be measured 
in years. Success must be measured 
in weeks and months. A key to 
differentiating your business among 
the competition is how well your 
technology helps you gain and 
sustain velocity, and Honeywell can 
help you stand tall among the rest.                                                              
Honeywell Voice technology can 
help you achieve business benefits 
through optimizing performance in 
operations, proven through thousands 
of individual customer implementations.
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THE HONEYWELL VOICE SYSTEM

Machine Learning
With 15 years of machine learning to help build out our speech recognition 
systems, Honeywell Voice solutions are ideal in improving productivity, 
adaptability and trainability. Honeywell Voice technology empowers you 
to adapt to the ever-changing needs of a blended workforce.  

Reduced Training/Onboarding Time
To further enhance our technology, we added these same capabilities to our 
patented PickUp-and-Go speech recognition systems, allowing them to have 
the same adaptive speech recognition without requiring template training, 
reducing onboarding times without sacrificing speech recognition accuracy.

Honeywell Voice Automated Solutions has obtained several patents 
throughout the years and continues to generate patented innovation.

Seamless and Scalable Integration
We know that no two customers’ businesses processes are the same. So, it’s vital 
that our integration architecture is flexible and can accommodate a variety of 
customer infrastructure configurations. Honeywell Guided Work Solution allows 
you to select from a deep and broad range of mobile devices, headsets, accessories 
to build a tailored solution for your business’ needs. Flexible connectors and 
configurations designed for easy deployment to support an array of architectural 
environment requirements, allow for easy upgrades and stronger integration.

Honeywell SRX3 Headset
The SRX3 headset uses innovative technology to secure speech recognition in 
industrial environments. Our headset provides directional microphones to reduce 
external noises that are not being emitted by the user and has a windscreen-
covered microphone close to the mouth to ensure speech recognition is optimal 
in most environments. To improve speech recognition, the SRX3 is integrated into 
Honeywell developed software, SRComm and SoundSense, for optimal results.

Purpose-Built Devices for Voice Solutions
A700x devices are rugged, reliable in extreme environments, and ergonomic.  The 
A700x is integrated with VoiceCatalyst®, an embedded software specifically 
designed for our Guided Work Solution to deliver optimal performance, such as 
Radio communications, Bluetooth communications, Battery and more.

Customer Focused Solutions
Our top priority is customer success. That’s why we have a dedicated 
team of business consultants to help tailor your optimized solution, not 
only through our products, but through operational recommendations 
and guide you through your journey to operational excellence.

Product Availability
Increased demand and delivery expectations have placed increased 
pressure on operations, so getting things right the first time every time 
is critical for your business to stay relevant. That’s why we always strive 
to achieve our On-Time-To-First-Promise delivery performance.

We recognize how important it is to have quick turnaround times when issues arise 
that are impacting your solution. Honeywell Voice experts from around the world 
are at the ready to help support your team whenever and wherever you are.

VALUE WITH 
VELOCITY

Honeywell SRX3 Headset

Honeywell A710x Mobile device

Honeywell A720x Mobile device

Honeywell A730x Mobile device
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